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ABSTRACT
A 4-month glider mission was analyzed to assess turbulent dissipation in an anticyclonic eddy at the western
boundary of the subtropical North Atlantic. The eddy (radius ’ 60 km) had a core of low potential vorticity
between 100 and 450 m, with maximum radial velocities of 0.5 m s21 and Rossby number ’ 20.1. Turbulent
dissipation was inferred from vertical water velocities derived from the glider flight model. Dissipation was
suppressed in the eddy core (« ’ 5 3 10210 W kg21) and enhanced below it (.1029 W kg21). Elevated dissipation was coincident with quasiperiodic structures in the vertical velocity and pressure perturbations,
suggesting internal waves as the drivers of dissipation. A heuristic ray-tracing approximation was used to investigate
the wave–eddy interactions leading to turbulent dissipation. Ray-tracing simulations were consistent with two types
of wave–eddy interactions that may induce dissipation: the trapping of near-inertial wave energy by the eddy’s
relative vorticity, or the entry of an internal tide (generated at the nearby continental slope) to a critical layer in the
eddy shear. The latter scenario suggests that the intense mesoscale field characterizing the western boundaries of
ocean basins might act as a ‘‘leaky wall’’ controlling the propagation of internal tides into the basin’s interior.

1. Introduction
Ocean turbulence plays a fundamental role in the
transport of heat, freshwater, dissolved gases and other
tracers in the ocean. By driving irreversible diapycnal
mixing, turbulent motions maintain deep-ocean stratification and supply the potential energy needed to close
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the meridional overturning circulation (Munk and
Wunsch 1998). The bulk of the power required to produce this interior turbulent mixing is thought to be provided by the breaking of internal waves (Wunsch and
Ferrari 2004). Globally, there is a remarkable geographical variability in the distribution of turbulent mixing,
which is possibly associated with variability in internal
wave dissipation (Waterhouse et al. 2014; Kunze 2017;
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energetic, dominating the ocean’s kinetic energy reservoir at subinertial frequencies (Ferrari and Wunsch
2009). Mesoscale eddies are generated mainly by baroclinic instabilities (Smith 2007). They can persist for
several months, and tend to propagate westward due to
Earth’s rotation and curvature (Chelton et al. 2007,
2011). As a consequence of this westward drift and of the
presence of strongly baroclinic western boundary currents
favorable to baroclinic instability, eddies are abundant in
the western sides of ocean basins (Chelton et al. 2007,
2011). Mesoscale eddies modify the background stratification and currents, affecting the propagation and dissipation of internal waves through linear and nonlinear
interactions (Kunze et al. 1995; Bühler and McIntyre 2005;
Rainville and Pinkel 2006; Polzin 2010; Dunphy and Lamb
2014; Huang et al. 2018), as documented by several studies
founded on the analysis of microstructure measurements
or tracer release experiments (Lueck and Osborn 1986;
Ledwell et al. 2008; Sheen et al. 2015; Fer et al. 2018).
Near-inertial waves have low frequency, slow horizontal and vertical group velocities, and spatial scales
that overlap and favor interaction with mesoscale eddies
(Weller 1982; Alford et al. 2016). The relative vorticity
within the eddies (z 5 ›yu 2 ›xy, where u is zonal velocity and y meridional velocity) can shift the resonant
frequency of near-inertial motions to feff ’ f 1 z/2
(Kunze 1985), where f is the inertial frequency, such that
the near-inertial energy can be trapped and focused in
the region of negative vorticity (Lonergan and White
1997; Joyce et al. 2013). This effect has been shown to be
relevant for the temporal and large-scale geographical
distribution of internal wave driven-turbulent dissipation (Whalen et al. 2012, 2018; Zhang et al. 2018). In
contrast, generally weaker interactions (refraction and
scattering to higher modes) occur between low-mode
internal tides and the mesoscale field. This interaction is
manifest as a loss of coherence in the waves’ long-range
propagation (Rainville and Pinkel 2006; Nash et al.
2012; Kerry et al. 2014). Further, owing to their smaller
size and group velocities, high-mode internal tides are
more susceptible to undergo interactions with eddies
than their low-mode counterparts. Such interactions can
result in dissipation. However, this dissipation pathway
is scarcely documented at present, and stands out as a
key unknown contribution to the geography of internal
tide dissipation (de Lavergne et al. 2019; Vic et al. 2019).
In this paper, we present results from a 4-month glider
mission that sampled an anticyclonic mesoscale eddy
located at the western boundary of the North Atlantic
subtropical gyre, at 268N west of the Great Abaco Island
(Bahamas). The observed variability of turbulent kinetic
energy (TKE) dissipation rates within the eddy, inferred from glider-derived vertical seawater velocities
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Whalen et al. 2012). In turn, recent modeling studies
have shown that the geographical distribution and
variability of mixing can have a strong impact on the
predicted ocean state and meridional overturning
(Melet et al. 2014, 2016). The temporal variability and
geographical distribution of internal wave dissipation
are dependent on the spatiotemporal structure of
sources and the complex, and often poorly understood,
interactions experienced by the waves on their propagation path (MacKinnon et al. 2017; Vic et al. 2019).
Different generation mechanisms produce internal
waves of a range of wavenumbers and frequencies. Tidal
and near-inertial frequencies are the most energetic
wave bands in the internal wave spectrum, and associated waves are thought to be the main contributors to
mixing in the ocean interior (MacKinnon et al. 2017).
Internal tides are internal waves of tidal frequency
generated when barotropic tides flow over rough topography (Egbert and Ray 2000; Nycander 2005), while
near-inertial waves are often excited when variable wind
stress induces a resonant response in the mixed layer at
the local inertial frequency f that propagates into the
stratified ocean (Alford et al. 2016). Depending on their
wavenumber and frequency, propagating waves can
experience a wide range of interactions with the background flow and stratification (Munk 1981; Olbers 1981),
topography (Müller and Xu 1992; Nash et al. 2004) or
other waves (Müller et al. 1986; Henyey et al. 1986), which
result in wave dissipation and turbulent mixing. At the
generation site, internal waves can have a complex vertical structure, often described as a sum of vertical modes
(Alford 2003; Alford et al. 2016). Small-scale, high-mode
waves are more prone to instability than larger-scale, lowmode waves (Olbers 1976), which may propagate over
long distances and drive dissipation far away from their
source (Alford 2003; Zhao et al. 2010). Low-mode
(typically ,4) internal tides have long horizontal
wavelengths [O (10–100) km] and high group velocities
[O (1) m s21 ] and, as a result, interact weakly with the
background flow (Rainville and Pinkel 2006). Lowmode waves can travel thousands of kilometers before
dissipating (Zhao et al. 2016; de Lavergne et al. 2019),
possibly through interactions with rough or sloping topography (Legg and Adcroft 2003; Nash et al. 2004; Bühler and
Holmes-Cerfon 2011; Kelly et al. 2013). Higher-mode internal tides tend to break close to their topographic source,
enhancing local mixing (St. Laurent and Garrett 2002).
Their decay is mainly attributed to wave–wave interactions,
though this remains a poorly quantified dissipation pathway
(de Lavergne et al. 2019; Vic et al. 2019).
Mesoscale eddies, swirling vortices of water a few tens of
kilometers to ;200 km across, depending on the latitude,
are ubiquitous in the world’s oceans. They are highly
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using a large-eddy approximation (Beaird et al. 2012;
Evans et al. 2018), was found to be consistent with the
breaking of internal waves due to eddy–wave interactions. After describing the data collection procedures
and methodologies (section 2), we present the general hydrographic conditions and the characteristics of the anticyclonic eddy, as well as the distribution of TKE dissipation, in
section 3. An interpretation of the observed dissipation in
terms of eddy–wave interactions is provided, and the origin
and characteristics of the waves are assessed using a heuristic ray-tracing approximation. Finally, the relevance and
implications of the results are discussed in section 4.

2. Data collection and methods
a. Seaglider deployment and hydrographic data
Hydrographic data were collected using a Seaglider
(sg534). Seagliders are autonomous underwater vehicles
that control their buoyancy by pumping oil in and out
of an external bladder, thus varying their density by
adjusting their volume (Eriksen et al. 2001). The
Seaglider was equipped with pressure, temperature and
conductivity sensors (SeaBird CT sail), an Aanderaa
optode designed to measure dissolved oxygen and a
WETLabs ECO Puck optical sensor. The sg534 was deployed on the 7 November 2017 and recovered on the
10 March 2018 aboard the R/V F. G. Walton Smith
during two research cruises (WS17305, WS18066) as part
of the Mechanisms Responsible for Mesoscale Eddy
Energy Dissipation (MerMEED) project. Additional
gliders were deployed, but their missions were cut
short. During its mission, the Seaglider profiled the

water column with a vertical speed of 0.07–0.15 m s21
between the surface and 1000 m in a sawtooth fashion,
performing a total of 1298 profiles (649 dives and
climbs) in the vicinity of the continental slope between
268 and 278N and 758 and 778W (Fig. 1a). The mean
horizontal resolution was 2.3 km, ranging from 0.2 km
(5th percentile) to 7 km (95th percentile), depending
on the background flow and the glider piloting. With a
sampling rate of 0.1 Hz, the vertical resolution was
of O (1) m.
Initially, the quality of the temperature T and salinity
S data was assessed by visual inspection of the potential
temperature u and salinity time series, and u–S diagram
(Fig. 1b). This diagram was compared with data obtained
from 155 u–S profiles collected during the deployment and
recovery cruises (6–9 November 2017 and 11–14 March
2018) with a pumped SeaBird conductivity–temperature–
depth (CTD) sensor mounted onto two VMP-2000 tethered vertical microstructure profilers [Rockland Scientific
International (RSI)]. This analysis revealed a relatively
large spread in the glider salinity data associated with a
salinity jump of 20.0764 6 0.0018 (6 standard deviation)
on 26 February. This was removed by applying a fixed
offset. After this correction, a small number (104 out of
239 031 data points) of remaining anomalous salinity
peaks apparent in the u–S time series and u–S diagram
were also removed. The oxygen sensor was not calibrated
during the cruises and hence, it could only be used for a
qualitative interpretation of the observations. To obtain meaningful values of oxygen concentration, these
were adjusted by adding a constant such that the cruisemean oxygen concentration in the upper 10 m matched
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FIG. 1. (a) Trajectory of the sg534 Seaglider between 7 Nov 2017 and 10 Mar 2018 (circles) and stations sampled
with the CTD mounted on the Vertical Microstructure Profilers (VMP) during the deployment and recovery
cruises, MerMEED II (WS17305, November 2017, black dots) and MerMEED III (WS18066, March 2019, gray
dots), respectively. Bathymetry from the 2-min gridded Global Relief Data ETOPO2v2 (https://doi.org/10.7289/
V5J1012Q) is represented. (b) Potential temperature–salinity diagrams obtained with the sg534 glider (circles) and
with the VMP for the deployment and recovery cruises. The dot color code in (b) represents the dissolved oxygen
(DO) concentration.
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b. Turbulent kinetic energy dissipation inferred from
the Seaglider
The spatial scales at which molecular viscosity dissipates TKE are on the order of several millimeters, and
could not be directly resolved by our glider sampling
approach. Instead, TKE dissipation rates « were estimated using the large-eddy method (LEM) (Peters et al.
1995; Moum 1996; Gargett 1999) based on the quantification of TKE in the energy-containing scales of turbulence, O (0:1 2 10) m, which are at least an order of
magnitude larger than the viscous scales. In this approximation, « is proportional to the ratio between the
TKE (;u2, where u represents the turbulent velocity
fluctuations) in the energy-containing scales and an
overturn time scale (t ; l/u, where l is the characteristic
length of turbulent overturns), that is,
«;

u2 u3
; .
t
l

(1)

This approximation is based on the notion that TKE
in the energy-containing eddies cascades down toward smaller scales, where viscous dissipation occurs
(Kolmogorov 1991). Additionally, there is the implicit
assumption of no energy leakage such that, in a stationary state, the rates of energy transfer and dissipation are equivalent (Gargett 1999). The LEM was
first applied to glider data by Beaird et al. (2012) to
study the variability of turbulent dissipation associated with the Nordic Sea inflows, and later by Evans
et al. (2018) to investigate the seasonal variability
of near surface mixing in the North Atlantic at 488N.
In both cases, glider-derived « compared favorably
with independent direct estimates from microstructure
shear and acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP)

velocity measurements, and indirectly with boundary
layer scalings.
Following Beaird et al. (2012)
and Evans et al. (2018),
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
the Ozmidov length LO 5 «N 23 , where N is the
buoyancy frequency, was used as the turbulent length
scale l. The turbulent velocity scale u was calculated as
the root-mean-square
of the vertical seawater velocity w
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
fluctuations, u ; hw02 i. With this, « was computed as
« 5 cE Nhw02 i ,

(2)

where cE is an empirically determined constant. Vertical
water velocity was calculated by comparing the vertical
profiling speed of the Seaglider, computed as the time
derivative of the pressure signal (wsg 5 ›p/›t), with an
idealized model of the Seaglider flight (whdm) determined
from the vertical density profile and the lift/drag/buoyancy
characteristics of the Seaglider (Frajka-Williams et al.
2011): w 5 wsg 2 whdm. Both hw0 2i and N were calculated
in half-overlapping 50 m bins so that an « value was produced every 25 m, from 50 to 975 m. With a typical falling
speed of 0.07–0.15 m s21 and a sampling rate of 0.1 Hz,
roughly 25–50 data points were used for variance computation in each bin.
For the computation of velocity fluctuations w0 , it is
important to remove the signal that does not correspond
to dissipative turbulent motions, such as internal waves.
The separation between the spectral bands of internal
waves and turbulence is not always well defined in the
ocean (D’Asaro and Lien 2000). Beaird et al. (2012)
used a fourth-order high-pass filter with a wavelength lz
of 30 m to extract the turbulence signal, and argued that
the final « was insensitive to the choice of lz except for a
multiplicative factor that could be reabsorbed in cE, as
long as lz , 100 m. Here, we follow the Beaird et al.
(2012) approach to calculate w0 . This procedure also has
the advantage that w0 variance is insensitive to inaccuracies in the glider flight model, which affect the w
profile at low frequencies but not the small-scale fluctuations in w (Todd et al. 2017). Further, high-frequency
noise in the w signal due to the derivation of the pressure
signal was removed using a six-point Hamming window
convolution.
Controlled changes in the glider roll or pitch affect the
glider flight. Glider-controlled events compromise the
assumption of steady flight, required for the application
of the flight model and the calculation of w. Following
Frajka-Williams et al. (2011), we removed data from
the 25-s period following controlled maneuvers of the
glider, and the gaps were filled by linear interpolation.
Unfortunately, up until January 2018, when a change in
the glider flight configuration was implemented, the
control maneuvers were frequent, and the « calculation
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concentration at saturation. As the interval between
glider CTD measurements was uneven in depth due to
variable glider speeds and sample rates, the data were
bin-averaged into 5-dbar bins.
The interpretation of the glider observations was
aided by maps of sea level anomaly (SLA) and surface
geostrophic velocity, obtained from the gridded (0.258 3
0.258) daily global near-real-time fields produced by the
Sea Level Thematic Assembly Centre of the Copernicus
Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS)
available at https://marine.copernicus.eu. Meteorological
data (wind stress at 10 m and air–sea heat and freshwater
fluxes) were taken from the 0.758 3-hourly ERA-Interim
global atmospheric reanalysis product (Dee et al. 2011).
The grid cell located closest to the center of the region
sampled by the glider (26.258N, 75.758W) was used in this
analysis.
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3. Results
a. Overview of the glider mission
Figure 3 shows the oceanographic conditions during
the glider mission between November 2017 and March
2018. Daily sea level anomalies interpolated onto the
position of each glider profile were positive and .10 cm
until the end of January (Fig. 3a). During this period, the
altimetry indicated the presence of an anticyclonic eddy
with maximum SLA of ;25 cm, at 268N, 75.58W near the
continental slope, with the eddy’s southwestern rim
flowing along the topography (Figs. 4a,b). The interaction with a cyclonic feature located to the north of the
anticyclone may be responsible for the intensification of
the northeastward flow along the eddy’s northern rim.
Values of SLA close to or exceeding 20 cm at the glider

FIG. 2. Comparison of log-averaged « profiles obtained with the
VMP microstructure profiler during the MerMEED cruises
(lines: gray solid for MerMEED II (November), gray dashed for
MerMEED III (March), black for both cruises) and the glider
estimates (markers: triangles for dives, squares for climbs, and
solid circles for both). The value of the cE constant shown was
obtained by least squares minimization of the difference between
the log-averaged profiles.

sampling positions were found during three periods
in mid-November (13–25 November), late December
(11–30 December) and early January (1–14 January),
indicating eddy influence at the sampling position. In
January, the anticyclonic eddy started to drift to the
northeast, as observed in the SLA shown in Fig. 4c. By the
end of the month, the anticyclone had left the sampling
domain, and the SLA at the glider positions reduced
to ,5 cm, reaching negative values due to the presence
of a weaker cyclonic eddy by the end of February.
During this wintertime deployment, air–sea fluxes
resulted in a persistent heat and buoyancy loss from the
ocean, with a variable and smaller contribution by the
net balance between evaporation and precipitation
(Fig. 3b). Due to this heat loss, mixed-layer temperature decreased steadily during the mission, and dropped
more dramatically during intense cooling events around
10–14 December, 3–8 January, and 25–29 January
(Figs. 3b,c). Except for a calm period during December,
wind stress was variable but often exceeded 0.1 N m22,
with daily peak values close to 0.3 N m22 during the
storms of 2–4 and 25–27 January.
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was affected. Further, during this period, the vertical
speed of Seaglider dives and climbs often exceeded
.0.2 m s21 (and even .0.4 m s21 in the upper 100 m during
dives). These relatively high vertical speeds affected the
range of wavenumber fluctuations that could be resolved.
To remove these data, 50-m segments were flagged as not
valid when the number of data points affected by control
maneuvers represented .10% of the segment length, or when
the profiling speed was outside the range [0.08–0.18] m s21.
To calculate « from Eq. (2), the constant cE was determined by adjusting the glider estimates to « calculated from tethered vertical microstructure profilers
(VMPs) during the deployment and recovery cruises. A
VMP measures the vertical velocity gradient (vertical
shear) at the centimeter scale by means of two air-foil
piezoelectric probes. The TKE dissipation rate is estimated from the variance of the vertical shear (assuming
isotropic turbulence) as « 5 7.5nh(›zu)2i, following
Oakey (1982). As concomitant and collocated measurements of « with the VMP and glider estimates were
not available, we performed the optimization of cE from
log-averaged profiles (Fig. 2). The log-averaged VMP
profile was constructed with all the profiles collected
during the two cruises. As VMP measurements were
concentrated close to the continental margin (Fig. 1),
the comparison was restricted to the Seaglider profiles in
water depths , 4500 m (i.e., close to the shelf break).
The calculation of cE was performed using a least squares
minimization of the difference between the VMP and
Seaglider profiles. To account for the variability between
profiles, the difference at each depth was weighted by the
sum of the standard deviations of both lognormal distributions. Figure 2 shows the agreement between the VMP and
the adjusted Seaglider « profiles. The obtained constant was
cE 5 0.055, at the lower end of previous estimates (Moum
1996; Peters et al. 1995; Beaird et al. 2012; Evans et al. 2018).
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The thermohaline imprint of the anticyclonic eddy in the
potential temperature u and S profiles recorded by the
Seaglider appears as an upward deflection of the isotherms
and isohalines above 200 dbar, and downward deflection
below, for three periods highlighted in gray shading, coinciding with the positive altimetric anomalies (Figs. 3c,d).
The oxygen distribution, represented by apparent oxygen
utilization (AOU), revealed the existence of a well-defined

and highly oxygenated eddy core capped by the seasonal
pycnocline, with AOU values (,20 mmol kg21) that were
up to about 30–40 mmol kg21 lower than in the surrounding environment. From the AOU distribution (Fig. 3e), the
eddy core extended from the seasonal pycnocline at ;100
to about 450 dbar. The eddy’s influence was present in
vertical displacements well below the eddy core, reaching
the limits of the sampled vertical domain (1000 dbar).
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FIG. 3. Time series of the atmospheric and oceanographic variables during the sg534 glider survey
between 268 and 278N and between 758 and 778W, from 7 Dec 2017 to 10 Mar 2018. (a) Daily values of
satellite-derived SLA interpolated onto the glider position for each sampled profile; (b) daily wind
stress t (black) and air–sea buoyancy fluxes of heat B0,H (orange), salt B0,S (green), and total B0 (blue)
from ERA-Interim reanalysis at 26.258N, 75.758W; and (c) potential temperature u, (d) salinity,
(e) apparent oxygen utilization (AOU), and (f) TKE dissipation rate « recorded with the Seaglider.
Three-hourly atmospheric data in (b) have been smoothed with an eight-point (24 h) running average
to retrieve daily values. Shaded areas enclosed by dashed lines indicate the glider transects that
crossed the area of influence of the anticyclonic mesoscale eddy (see glider trajectories in Fig. 4).
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The glider was piloted to span the region between the
western side of the eddy and the eddy center as determined from near-real-time altimetry, but was occasionally prevented from reaching the eddy center due to slow
progress across the eddy’s fast-flowing radial current. As
outlined in Fig. 4, the first glider transect ran from the
north-northeastern rim of the eddy (13 November) to the
western edge of the eddy (22 November). The closest
position to the center of the eddy core was reached on the
16 November (Fig. 4b). At this time, the 188C isotherm
reached a depth of 520 dbar, and the local SLA was 24 cm
(Figs. 3a,c). The second transect (11–30 December) was
conducted on the northwest rim of the eddy, between the
eddy core and the bathymetric slope (Fig. 4b). Due to
slow progress, the glider was turned toward shore early,
so that the maximum depth of the 188C isotherm was
500 m and the maximum SLA was 20 cm, indicating that
the center of the eddy was not sampled during this
transect (Figs. 3a,c). Finally, during the third transect
(1–13 January), the glider performed a clockwise loop
across the eddy between its northwestern and southwestern
flanks (Fig. 4b). During this transect the maximum SLA
was measured on the 7 January (24 cm), when the 188C
isotherm was at its deepest (530 dbar). This suggests that
the eddy center was captured by this transect (Figs. 3a,c).
Finally, Fig. 3c shows the temporal evolution of the
vertical distribution of TKE dissipation « inferred from
the Seaglider. Due to the piloting issues experienced
during the initial two months of the mission (frequent
glider control maneuvers), most of the « data for this
period were flagged as unreliable and are not displayed.
In general, « was maximum in the subsurface ocean
down to the base of the pycnocline at 200 dbar, with
values close to 1028 W kg21 in the upper resolved bins.
Below the subsurface layer, « decreased to minimum
values , 1029 W kg21 within a depth range of 300–
700 dbar, and relatively elevated below this depth. Reliable
dissipation rates at the eddy center could be obtained

during the third transect, revealing reduced dissipation
(,5 3 10210 W kg21) within the core.

b. Dynamical properties of the eddy
The dynamical properties of the anticyclonic eddy are
investigated with a focus on the third transect, during
which the glider intercepted the eddy center and goodquality TKE dissipation rates were obtained. For this
purpose, radial distributions of the different variables
measured or estimated from the glider were produced
by bin-averaging onto a regular grid (Dr 5 5 km in the
radial coordinate r, the horizontal distance from the
glider profile to the estimated eddy center, and Dz 5 5 m
in the vertical), using a Gaussian window with horizontal
and vertical length scales of 15 km and 5 m, respectively.
The location of the eddy center was estimated with the
glider high-resolution CTD measurements as follows.
First, an initial guess for the position of the eddy core
was determined as the location of the glider profile
where the 188C isotherm displacement was maximum.
Parameter r was defined as negative (positive) for the
profiles collected before (after) the maximum displacement was observed. The interpolated potential density
r distribution was then used to calculate the eddy azimuthal velocities from cyclogeostrophic balance Ucg
(Joyce et al. 2013),

f1


2Ucg ›Ucg
r

›r

g ›r
.
52
r ›r

(3)

Unfortunately, due to the occasional lack of GPS
signal between profiles, absolute mean depth-integrated
velocities could not be obtained from the dead-reckoning
positions of the Seaglider, and the absolute cyclogeostrophic velocities were estimated using a level-ofno-motion at 1000 m. Finally, the radial distances were
corrected by 216 km, so that r 5 0 corresponded to the
point where Ucg changed sign (see results in Fig. 5).
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FIG. 4. Maps of averaged sea level anomaly (background color) and surface geostrophic velocity (arrows) during the glider transects that
sampled the anticyclonic eddy: (a) transect 1 (13–22 Nov 2017), (b) transect 2 (11–30 Dec 2017), and (c) transect 3 (1–13 Jan 2018). The mean
position of the glider during each profile (dives and climbs) are shown as black dots, and the first (last) profile of the transect is indicated with a green
(red) triangle (square). Bathymetric contours spaced by 500 m are shown between 500 and 5000 m (the color scale is the same as in Fig. 1a).
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The values of u, S, and potential density anomaly su
were relatively uniform in the vertical within the eddy core
(Figs. 5a,b), which was weakly stratified with respect to the
background (Fig. 5c). The core had a radius of 60 km and
extended between the main pycnocline (su 5 25.5 kg m23)
and the 26.2 kg m23 isopycnal (Fig. 5). Mean properties in
depth coordinates within the inner part of the eddy core
(r , 15 km) and anomalies with respect to the background
(r . 80 km) are shown in Fig. 6. Mean u, S, and su in the
eddy core (100–415 m) were 20.09 6 0.508C, 36.69 6 0.04,
and 26.03 6 0.10 kg m23 (6 standard deviation), respectively (Figs. 6a,b). The influence of the eddy in the thermohaline fields extended well below the core, with positive
anomalies for u, S, and su of 11.68C, 0.6, and 0.25 kg m23
as deep as 1000 m. Two narrow regions of positive buoyancy
frequency N anomaly were found at the top (10.005 s21)
and bottom (10.002 s21), capping the eddy core in which
the N anomaly was 20.018 6 0.0008 s21 (Fig. 6c).
Eddy cyclogeostrophic velocities were subsurfaceintensified (Fig. 5d). Azimuthal velocities Ucg were
maximal at 130–230 m and at 60 km from the eddy
center, reaching background values at ;80 km from
the eddy center . The velocity distribution was not

axially symmetric, with maximum cyclogeostrophic velocities being 80% larger (50 versus 29 cm s21) in the northwest
(r , 0) compared to the southwest (r . 0) rim of the eddy.
This asymmetry is consistent with the altimetry-derived
surface velocities, which show an enhancement of the
northeastward flow along the eastern part of the eddy near
the continental margin (Fig. 4). The mean azimuthal velocity between 130 and 230 m was proportional to the radial distance, Ucg 5 vr (Fig. 7), indicating that the core of
the eddy was in approximate solid body rotation. The angular velocity calculated via a linear fit was v 5 28.31 3
1026 s21, corresponding to an orbital period (T 5 2p/v) of
9 days. The local inertial frequency f was 6.61 3 1025 s21
(T 5 26 hours), roughly 10 times larger. The distribution of
vertical relative vorticity was calculated as
z5

1 ›(rU)
,
r ›r

(4)

assuming radial symmetry [U 5 U(r, z)]. The eddy
Rossby number, that is, the ratio of vertical vorticity to
planetary vorticity (Ro 5 z/f), was on average 20.09 6
0.06 within the eddy core (Fig. 5e), consistent with the
results from the linear fit (Ro 5 v/f 5 20.13).
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FIG. 5. Radial distribution (with respect to the estimated eddy center) of the grid-averaged properties of the anticyclonic eddy obtained
during the third glider transect (1–13 Jan 2018). (a) Potential temperature u, (b) salinity, (c) buoyancy frequency N, (d) crosssection cyclogeostrophic velocities Ucg, (e) Rossby number (Ro 5 z/f, i.e., vertical vorticity relative to planetary vorticity), and (f) TKE
dissipation rate «. Potential density anomaly su contours are shown in all the plots. Mixed layer depth is shown in (b) as a thick black line.
Negative radial distances were assigned to positions sampled in the northwestern flank of the eddy during the first part of the transect. The
positions of the original glider profiles are shown as black markers on the top of (a).
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As a consequence of reduced stratification in the eddy
core and negative relative vorticity of the flow, the eddy
should present a negative anomaly of potential vorticity
(PV). Ertel potential vorticity q is defined as
q 5 (2V 1 = 3 u)  =b ,

(5)

where b 5 2gr/r0 is buoyancy with r the local potential
density, r0 a reference density, and V is Earth’s rotation
rate. In our dataset, at the scales (Dr ’ 15 km) resolved by
the smoothed distributions across the eddy, the horizontal
terms [qH 5 2V cosf 1 (›yw 2 ›zy)›bx 1 (›zu 2 ›yw)by,
where f is latitude] were at least an order of magnitude
smaller than the vertical, and we calculated q as q ’ qy 5
(f 1 z)N2. Within the eddy core (r , 15 km, 100–415-m
depth range), q ’ 0.5 3 1029 s23, while outside the eddy
(r . 80 km), q ranged from 1.5 3 1029 to 7 3 1029 s23, in the
same depth interval. Therefore, the negative q anomalies
within the eddy core were of about 1 3 1029 s23, and reached
4.5 3 1029 s23 at the top of the core at 115 m (Fig. 6e).

carried out to R 5 80 km. The eddy contained considerably more APE (4.38 3 1015 J) than KE (3.56 3
1014 J), and the eddy Burger number (D’Asaro 1988)
was small, BE 5 KE/APE 5 0.081. A different formulation of the Burger number can be constructed based
on the length-scale Burger number (BL 5 N 2 L2z /f 2 L2x ,
where Lx and Lz are the vertical and horizontal dimensions of the eddy) as BE ’ BL/(1 1 Ro) (Prater and
Sanford 1994). Using Lz 5 500 m, Lx 5 120 km, and a
background N2 5 2.5 3 1025 s22, the length scale-based
BE estimate is 0.088, in good agreement with BE obtained from the energy ratio.
Finally, the values and distribution of TKE dissipation within the eddy were derived from the Seaglider
measurements using the large-eddy method (Fig. 5f).

c. Energy content and dissipation
The energetics of the eddy were studied by calculating
its available potential energy (APE) and kinetic energy
(KE) assuming radial symmetry (Hebert 1988), as
ðR ð0
gz[rref (z) 2 r(r, z)]r dr dz,
(6)
APE 5 p
2R 2H

KE 5 0:5p

ðR ð0

r(r, z)U(r, z)2 r dr dz,

(7)

2R 2H

where H is the maximum depth (1000 m), and rref is the
mean potential density profile outside the eddy influence (r . 80 km, Fig. 6c). The horizontal integration was

FIG. 7. Radial distribution of mean cyclogeostrophic azimuthal velocities around the velocity maximum (from 130- to 230-m depth) during
the third glider transect sampling the anticyclonic eddy. The dashed
line represents the linear fit to solid body rotation within the eddy core:
U 5 vr, where v is the angular velocity and r is the radial distance.
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FIG. 6. Mean (a) potential temperature u, (b) salinity, (c) potential density anomaly su, (d) buoyancy frequency N, and (e) vertical Ertel
potential vorticity q in the inner part of the anticyclonic eddy core (black solid line, r , 15 km), in the background area unaffected by the
eddy (gray solid, r . 80 km) and the anomalies within the eddy (black dashed), during the third glider transect across the eddy.
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d. Eddy–internal wave interactions as drivers of
turbulent dissipation
A closer look at the vertical structure of the vertical
water velocity w across the anticyclonic eddy shows that
relatively elevated (reduced) levels of energy dissipation
below (inside) the eddy core coincided with the presence
of wavelike structures (Fig. 8). This figure displays two
profiles of w obtained with the glider, one collected
10 km to the northwest of the eddy center on the
7 January, and a second collected 50 km to the southwest
of the eddy center on the 10 January. The first profile
exhibits a quasiperiodic structure with depth (vertical
wavelength lz ’ 200 m) occupying the water column
between 200 and 1000 m with an amplitude of 0.01 m s21
and coinciding with elevated levels of turbulent dissipation. In the second profile, the wavelike structure was
absent, the velocity amplitudes were much smaller and
the levels of dissipation were lower.
To confirm the presence of the wavelike structures
and study their characteristics, profiles of density
perturbation r0 were computed as potential density
anomaly relative to a smooth density profile calculated using the Bray and Fofonoff (1981) adiabatic
leveling algorithm (Fig. 8). Briefly, isopycnal displacements dz were calculated by comparing the measured
specific volume at a given depth z [a(z) 5 1/r(z)]
with the value corresponding to a smoothed a profile,
obtained by fitting a 58 polynomial against depth over a
400-m interval centered at z. A smoothed N 2 profile was
calculated then as N 2 5 2gr0 (dz/da)21 , where r0 is the

mean density over the 400-m interval, and the density
perturbations were computed as r0 (z) 5 r0 /gN 2 dz. Finally,
hydrostatic pressure perturbation p0 was calculated as
ð0

1
z2
p 5 r g d^
H
z
0

0

ð0 ð0

r0 g d^
z dz

(8)

2H z

where the second term on the right-hand side is
used to remove the barotropic pressure perturbation.
Both r0 and p0 exhibit wavelike structures on the
high-dissipation profile, which are absent on the lowdissipation profile (Fig. 8). The vertical energy flux
associated with an internal wave is given by the covariance of the vertical velocity and pressure perturbations, Fz 5 hw0 p0 i. Therefore, a positive correlation
between w0 and p0 indicates upward energy propagation. Figure 8 shows the correlation
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃcoefficients
ﬃ
between w0 and p0 (R2c 5 hw0 p0 i= hw02 ihp02 i). The energetic wavelike structure is associated with a positive
correlation between both variables (R2c 5 0:6), which
reinforces confidence in the observation and indicates
that the structure may be upward propagating. In the
low-dissipation profile, the coherence between both
variables was poor (R2c 5 0:1).
These results suggest that the observed patterns of
dissipation may be related to internal waves interacting
with the anticyclonic eddy. The evolution of vertical
strain variance gz during the glider survey illustrates the
generality of this observation (Fig. 9a). Vertical strain is
associated with the vertical motions induced by internal
waves and was calculated as gz 5 (N 2 2 N 2 )/N 2 , using
the Bray and Fofonoff (1981) procedure. The variance
of vertical strain computed between 200 and 1000 m was
enhanced when the glider sampled in the vicinity of the
anticyclonic eddy core (purple, green and red shaded
areas), and regularly peaked at the location of the
maximum isopycnal displacement (close to the eddy
core). Other periods of enhanced gz occurred when
the glider was sampling close to the continental shelf,
particularly in instances of northward flow (e.g., 25
November–4 December). Clément et al. (2016) showed
that the northward flow of anticyclonic eddies impinging
on topography in our study area generates small-scale
internal waves over the 600-m isobath, which we may be
capturing with our glider observations.
Vertical wavenumber spectra of vertical velocity and
strain are shown for five selected periods (eddy transect 1,
eddy transect 2, eddy transect 3 northwest, eddy transect 3
southwest, and a reference period with no eddy) in Figs. 9b
and 9c. During the glider transects that intersect the eddy,
levels of strain variance were enhanced, at least for part of
the sections, with respect to the non-eddy period, characterized by strain variance closer to the background oceanic
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Consistent with the general picture during the mission, « was elevated in the upper 200 m, including
the mixed layer and the upper pycnocline. In the
near-surface layers, an asymmetry in dissipation rates
was observed between the first (northwest) and second (southwest) parts of the transect, with « decreasing by almost an order of magnitude from 1–2 3
1028 to ;3 3 1029 W kg21. We attribute these differences to the strong atmospheric energy input during the first period rather than to spatial variability
(Fig. 3b). Dissipation rates were minimal (on average
5 3 10210 W kg21 between 200 and 400 m) within
the eddy core (Fig. 5f), reaching values as low as
2 3 10210 W kg21 in individual profiles. At the same
depth, but outside the eddy core, « reached values of
;1029 W kg21, similar to the mean values in lower
layers (400–1000 m). In this deeper vertical range,
dissipation was also slightly larger at northwest (« ’
1 3 1029 W kg21) compared to the southwest (« ’ 7 3
10210 W kg21) rim of the eddy. However, larger dissipation rates exceeding 1029 W kg21 were found in
the central part of the section (250 , r , 20 km).
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value (Garrett and Munk 1979). All the transects show a
peak of g z variance at a wavelength of lz 5 90–250 m,
which was absent during the reference period. During
transects 1 and 3, when the eddy core was clearly intercepted, the strain variance enhancement extended across
all resolved wavelengths, reaching scales of O (10) m. As
previously mentioned, vertical water velocity could not be
calculated for transects 1 and 2, but the w spectrum for
transect 3 showed a clear enhancement at all wavelengths,
especially for O (100) m. The asymmetry in the internal
wave characteristics during transect 3 is also illustrated by
Figs. 9b and 9c. While both w and g z variance levels were
enhanced during the first part of the transect (northwest

flank and center of the eddy), they were close to background levels during the second part (southwest flank).

e. Ray-tracing diagnosis
To understand the patterns of turbulent dissipation
in the eddy, we use a heuristic ray-tracing calculation
(e.g., Lighthill 1978; Olbers 1981; Whitt and Thomas 2013)
to diagnose the origin and characteristics of the observed
internal waves and their evolution due to interaction with
the eddy. The propagation of internal wave packets and
the changes in their properties along a ray path are determined using background stratification and velocity
fields. For linear waves in a slowly varying background
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FIG. 8. Examples of wavelike structures observed in two profiles sampled during the third glider transect across the eddy: (a)–(d) one
profile on 7 Jan, 10 km to the northwest of the eddy center, and (e)–(h) one profile on 10 Jan, 50 km to the southwest of the eddy center.
The black thin line in (a) and (e) represents the observed potential density profile r, and the gray thick line represents the smoothed
density profile r computed with the Bray and Fofonoff (1981) algorithm. Black lines in (b) and (f) represent the density r0 and in (c) and
(g) the hydrostatic pressure perturbations p0 calculated using the Bray and Fofonoff (1981) algorithm; gray lines in (b), (c), (f), and
(g) represent the vertical water velocity w. In (d) and (h), smoothed buoyancy frequency N 2 as computed from the Bray and Fofonoff
(1981) algorithm (gray) and TKE dissipation « (black) are shown.
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flow [Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin (WKB) approximation]
the equations governing the temporal evolution (d/dt) of
the position [x 5 (x, y, z)] and wavevector [k 5 (k, l, m)] of
an internal wave group (and its energy) (Olbers 1981) are
dx
5 =k ve ,
dt
dk
5 2=x ve ,
dt

(9)
v 5 feff 1
(10)

where =k and =x are the gradients in wavevector and
physical space, respectively, and ve is the frequency of
the wave for an external observer in a fixed reference
frame, or Eulerian frequency. In a steady background flow,
the Eulerian frequency is conserved along the ray propagation path, and is related to the intrinsic frequency of the
wave v through Doppler-shifting by the mean flow U,
ve 5 v 2 k  U .

and the background stratification (and flow shear) through
the dispersion relation. Kunze (1985) derived an expression for the dispersion relation of low-frequency waves
(v  N) propagating in weakly baroclinic and weakly
sheared (Ro  1, Ri 5 S2/N2  1) flows:

(11)

An extreme situation occurs when the velocity of the
background flow equals the wave propagation velocity and
the wave enters a critical layer: the Doppler effect is such
that v asymptotically approaches f and the propagation of
the wave is arrested, and the wave transfers its energy
mainly toward dissipation scales (Munk 1981). The intrinsic frequency in Eq. (11) is linked to the wavevector



›Uy
N 2 (k2 1 l2 ) 1 ›Ux
1
l
2
m
.
2fm2
m ›z
›z

(12)

In this derivation, the mean-flow shear terms are included in the dispersion relation, allowing the wave to
interact with the background flow shear. The shear
terms determine flow vorticity, and thus modify the lowfrequency limit for wave propagation (feff ’ f 1 z/2).
Those terms are relevant notably for near-inertial waves
(v ’ f). In this context, waves produced within a region of
feff , f are trapped, and can also enter a critical layer when
propagating away from it (e.g., Fer et al. 2018). Although
less restrictive solutions now exist for this problem
(Mooers 1975; Whitt and Thomas 2013), in which the effects of baroclinicity on wave propagation are accounted
for, in the context of our observations the requirements for
the Kunze (1985) approximation are met (Ro ’ 0.1,
Ri * 10), so we chose to proceed with this approximation.
The numerical ray-tracing experiments were forced
with three-dimensional fields of N and U reconstructed
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FIG. 9. Vertical strain gz and vertical water velocity w during the Seaglider survey: (a) strain variance between 200
and 1000 m (black) and vertical position of the two isopycnals delimiting the anticyclonic eddy core (25.8 and
26.2 kg m23, blue); (b),(c) vertical wavenumber power spectra f between 200 and 1000 m of w and g z, respectively,
for the periods indicated by color shading in (a). The vertical gray dashed line in (b) and (c) represents the vertical
wavelength of 30 m used for high-pass filtering the velocity signal for « calculations, and GM indicates the Garrett–
Munk (Garrett and Munk 1979) strain spectrum in (c).
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from the glider-derived eddy observations during the third
transect. To construct the three-dimensional fields, perfect
radial symmetry was assumed for simplicity, and the N and
U profiles for negative and positive values of the r coordinate in Fig. 5 were merged. We followed the approach of
initially placing waves with the observed properties at the
position of the observations and running the simulation
backward in time, in order to track the evolution of each
wave when interacting with the eddy, and infer the original
position and properties of that wave. Our observations
provided a rough estimate of initial position and vertical
wavelength of the wave (lz 5 100–300 m), related to the
vertical wavenumber through kz 5 2p/lz. To initialize a
wave, either the frequency or the horizontal wavenumber
are required, but neither were known. As critical layer
absorption is a plausible mechanism leading to reduction of
the wave dimensions and transfer of energy to dissipation,
we opted to set the initial intrinsic frequency to v ’ f and
infer the original frequency of the wave using the backward
simulations. The choice of low (near-inertial) frequency
implies a slow vertical propagation speed, which is consistent with our observations of coherent structures in w and
p0 for the duration of a glider profile (;3 h).

An example of an experiment carried out with an
upward-propagating wave with initial lz 5 150 m and
v 5 1.05f located at 300-m depth and 30 km away from
the eddy core at t 5 0 is shown in Fig. 10. As the Doppler
shift is given by the dot product of the wave and flow
velocity vectors [Eq. (11)], the initial wave propagation
direction was set parallel to the local flow to maximize
the Doppler effect. The experiment indicated that, as
the wave entered the eddy, the propagation of the wave
stalled, the intrinsic frequency asymptotically approached
f, and the wavelength shrunk from its original value of
lz 5 382 to 150 m. The simulation revealed that the
original frequency of the wave was very close to the
semidiurnal (period of 12.42 h) tidal frequency (M2 5
14 3 1025 s21 or M2 5 2.12f), suggesting that a plausible
explanation for our observations is that relatively shortwavelength internal tides encounter critical layers in the
eddy shear. As the inferred unperturbed wave parameters are sensitive to the choice of initial conditions, a 1000simulation Monte Carlo experiment with varying initial
conditions was performed (x 2 [0, 50] km, z 2 [300, 500]
m, v 2 [1.05f, 1.50f], lz 2 [100, 300] m) to assess the statistical significance of this result. This experiment
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FIG. 10. Internal wave tracing experiment backward in time using the Kunze (1985) dispersion relation. A wave
with lz 5 150 m and v 5 1.1f wave was initially (t 5 0) released at z 5 2300 m and x, y 5 (230, 0) km [eddy center at
x, y 5 (0, 0)], with forward energy propagation directed to the north (heading angle 908) and upward. Time evolution
of (a) vertical position z (dots with intrinsic frequency v in color scale) and distance to eddy center R (black line);
(b) inner frequency v (black), (c) vertical m (black) and horizontal k, l (gray) wavenumbers, and (d) the horizontal
have propagation speed cH (black line) and the background flow speed projected in the direction of the horizontal
propagation of the wave Ujj (gray line). The three-dimensional ray trajectory is outlined in (e), with the initial position
indicated by a green triangle. In (b), the semidiurnal tidal (M2, orange) and the Eulerian (fixed-frame) ray frequency
ve (gray dashed) are also shown. In (e), red shading represents the background current speed at the surface and the
color contours, the magnitude and direction (positive red) of the velocity across the plane y 5 0.
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determined that the original wave would have an intrinsic
frequency v 5 13.9 6 4.1 3 1025 s21 (6 standard deviation) (corresponding to a period of 12.58 6 3.80 h), and
vertical and horizontal wavelengths of 283 6 122 m and
13 6 6 km, respectively.
The possibility of near-inertial waves (NIWs) being
trapped by the eddy and that the waves’ energy may be
focused below the eddy core (e.g., Kunze 1985; Kunze
et al. 1995; Lonergan and White 1997; Fer et al. 2018;
Zhang et al. 2018) was explored in subsequent raytracing experiments. Negative vorticity in the eddy can
enhance the vertical propagation of NIWs due to the
reduction of the effective minimum frequency for internal wave propagation feff, and allows the propagation
of near-inertial waves with feff , v , f produced and
trapped within the eddy. Accordingly, we performed an
experiment with a near-inertial wave with v 5 0.95f, to
represent a NIW generated within the eddy (Fig. 11).
The wave was initialized below the eddy core (z 5
500 m) near the eddy center (x 5 210 km), where the
elevated dissipation and wavelike structures were observed, with a downward vertical group propagation. As
near-inertial energy capture does not require a Doppler

shift, this term was initially set to zero by forcing the
propagation direction to be perpendicular to the eddy
flow (i.e., directed toward the eddy center). The backward calculation showed that the wave could propagate
from the surface to the base of the eddy core in a time
span of 40 days (or 25 days from the pycnocline). The
downward propagation was inhibited at the pycnocline
by large stratification, but vertical wavenumber was
again reduced (larger lz) within the eddy core (radial
distance R , 30 km), enhancing vertical propagation,
due to negative flow vorticity and reduced vertical
stratification. The vertical and horizontal propagation was
also inhibited when the wave approached the horizontal
boundaries of the eddy core (where feff ’ f), and two
turning points (horizontal wavenumbers k, l 5 0, and wave
speed c 5 0) were inferred at R ’ 45 km, indicating that
wave energy was trapped by the eddy. According to this set
of calculations, the original NIW had a vertical (horizontal)
wavelength of 680 m (96 km) at the surface, which
drastically reduced to 150 m (18.4 km) at the base of the
eddy core (as set by the initial conditions). The wave experienced an increase in m (reduction in lz) and a stalling
of its vertical and horizontal progression upon reaching the
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FIG. 11. Internal wave tracing experiment backward in time using the Kunze (1985) dispersion relation. A wave with
lz 5 150 m and v 5 0.95f wave was initially (t 5 0) released at z 5 2500 m and x, y 5 (210, 0) km [eddy center at x, y 5
(0, 0)], with forward energy propagation directed to the east (heading angle 08) and downward. Time evolution of
(a) vertical position z (dots with inner frequency v in color scale) and distance to eddy center R (black line); (b) inner
frequency v (black), effective inertial frequency feff (blue), (c) vertical m (black) and horizontal k, l (gray) wavenumbers,
and (d) the horizontal have propagation speed cH (black line) and the background flow speed projected in the direction of
horizontal propagation of the wave Ujj (gray line). The three-dimensional ray trajectory is outlined in (d), with the initial
(final) position indicated by a green triangle (red square). In (b), the semidiurnal tidal (M2, orange) and the Eulerian
(fixed-frame) ray frequency ve (gray) are also shown. In (e), red shading represents the background current speed at the
surface and the color contours, the magnitude and direction (positive red) of the velocity across the plane y 5 0.
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base of the eddy core, indicating a focusing of wave
energy and a critical layer as v approached feff.

4. Discussion and conclusions
An anticyclonic eddy was observed in situ at the
western boundary of the North Atlantic subtropical gyre
off the Great Abaco Island, Bahamas, during a 4-month
glider survey (November 2017–February 2018). The
eddy had a lens-like core identified as a thermostad,
halostad, and pycnostad capped by the seasonal pycnocline and extending down to 450 m. Potential vorticity
(PV) and apparent oxygen utilization were reduced
within the core, and the cyclogeostrophic circulation
around the eddy was subsurface intensified. These characteristics suggest that the observed structure was an
intrathermocline eddy or mode water eddy (Dugan
et al. 1982; McWilliams 1985; McGillicuddy et al. 2007;
McGillicuddy 2015; Schütte et al. 2016). Mode water
eddies are often associated with western boundary
currents and are formed by subduction or capping of a
recently ventilated mixed layer (Hanawa and Talley
2001; Speer and Forget 2013). The body of mode water
is trapped within the closed contours of PV of the eddy
core and transported far away from the source, representing a significant pathway for the spreading of mode
waters (Zhang et al. 2017; Xu et al. 2016). In the
western North Atlantic, mode water eddies carrying
western North Atlantic subtropical mode water [or
Eighteen Degree Water (EDW), u ’ 188C, S 5 36.5,
su 5 26.5 kg m23], formed in the area south of the Gulf
Stream, are a common feature. Lagrangian measurements with floats have shown that they can drift
southwestward, reaching the western boundary of the

North Atlantic subtropical gyre at the latitude of our
observations (Fratantoni et al. 2013).
Insights on the water-mass characteristics and origin
of the eddy can be obtained from its thermohaline
properties (Fig. 12). The u–S diagram shows that the
water mass contained in the eddy core was generally
cooler and saltier along isopycnals, compared to the
background. The inner core of relatively well ventilated
water (AOU ’15 mmol kg21) was contained between
26.0 and 26.1 kg m23 and had a uniform salinity of 36.65
with u 5 19.58–20.28C, being saltier, warmer, and lighter
than the canonical EDW (Hanawa and Talley 2001).
Following Zhang et al. (2015) and Li et al. (2017), we
used the climatological salinity and AOU distribution
on the su ’ 26.05 kg m23 surface, derived from the World
Ocean Atlas 2013 (Locarnini et al. 2013; Zweng et al.
2013; Garcia et al. 2013), to estimate a potential generation region of the eddy. A broad area was identified as
possible source of the eddy to the northwest of the
observation site at 508–708W, 228–328N. In this area,
salinity and AOU at the 26.05 kg m23 isopycnal were
36.6–36.7 and 0–15 mmol kg21, respectively (because
AOU increases over time, it can be assumed to be as
low as 0 mmol kg21 at the time of formation). The potential formation area is located to the south of the
main EDW pool at ;558W, 358N (Forget et al. 2011),
which might explain the differences in thermohaline
properties.
From a dynamical perspective, the observed anticyclone was relatively large (with a radius of 60 km between the eddy center and the velocity maximum) and
energetic. The eddy radius was larger than the internal
deformation radius (Rd 5 NH/f ’ 33 km, where H ’
500 m and N ’ 4.5 3 1023 s21), which is usually a good
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FIG. 12. (a) Potential temperature–salinity diagram during the third transect across the eddy (1–13 Jan 2018) in the
inner part of the anticyclonic eddy core (circles, r , 15 km) and in the background area unaffected by the eddy (squares,
r . 80 km); (b) distribution of salinity (red–yellow–blue) contours, AOU (green shading) at su 5 26.05 kg m23, and depth
of this isopycnal in the North Atlantic. Climatological data were obtained from the World Ocean Atlas 2013 (https://
www.nodc.noaa.gov/OC5/WOD13/). The area covered by the glider survey is indicated with a yellow star.
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related to the dispersion relation dictating an increase of
the wave dimensions due to reduced stratification and
negative vorticity [Eq. (12)] (Kunze 1985). The increase
of wave dimensions causes a reduction in wave shear,
which results in weaker energy transfer to dissipation
scales through wave–wave interactions (Henyey et al.
1986; Gregg 1989; MacKinnon and Gregg 2003). In fact,
Gregg and Sanford (1988), showed that internal wavedriven dissipation in the ocean thermocline scales with a
positive power of the buoyancy frequency. Furthermore,
high-frequency waves can potentially be reflected away
from the weakly stratified eddy core (Sheen et al. 2015).
Past studies have argued that internal wave–eddy interactions drive enhanced turbulent dissipation (Lueck
and Osborn 1986; Ledwell et al. 2008; Sheen et al. 2015;
Fer et al. 2018), while the trapping of near-inertial energy due to the reduction of the effective resonance
frequency in anticyclonic eddies was frequently invoked
as the underlying mechanism. For example, Fer et al.
(2018) used ray-tracing experiments based on the dispersion relation of Whitt and Thomas (2013), as required for the high-Ro low-Ri Lofoten eddy, to show
how near-inertial energy was trapped and focused at the
base of the eddy core. An exception is provided by
Sheen et al. (2015), where the authors neglected the
rotational effects in their ray-tracing simulations and
demonstrated that the reduced stratification and enhanced shear within the eddy core could explain the
distribution of TKE dissipation by reflecting some waves
at the boundaries of the eddy core while driving critical
layer situations for other waves, above and below the
core. Another notable exception is found in Zhang et al.
(2019), who quantified turbulent mixing with a Ri-based
parameterization in an intrathermocline anticyclonic
eddy and found enhanced diffusivities surrounding the
eddy core. However, this dissipation was induced by
subinertial mesoscale shear, while the downward propagation of near-inertial shear was inhibited by the eddy.
Zhang et al. (2019) invoked the linear NIW propagation
equations developed by Kunze (1985) to argue that the
eddy stratification and shear caused NIW reflection and
confinement in the surface layer (Byun et al. 2010).
To investigate potential mechanisms responsible for
our observed pattern of dissipation, we used ray-tracing
simulations, in which we chose to focus on low-frequency
internal waves. The interaction of higher-frequency
waves with the eddy, leading for example to reflection
on the eddy core (e.g., Sheen et al. 2015), could also
have contributed to the observed dissipation pattern.
Two potential interaction mechanisms involving lowfrequency waves were identified: (i) NIW trapping in
the negative vorticity of the eddy or (ii) small-scale
internal tides encountering a critical layer in the eddy’s
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approximation for the size of intrathermocline submesoscale eddies (Dewar and Meng 1995; Zhang et al.
2015). The eddy was also 30% larger than the first local
baroclinic radius of deformation, Rd 5 ci/jfj 5 46 km,
where ci 5 2.9 m s21 is the phase speed of the first
baroclinic mode obtained by solving the Sturm–Liouville
equation for the local mean stratification profile (Gill
1982; Chelton et al. 1998). The Rossby (Ro ’ 20.1) and
Burger (Bu ’ 0.1) numbers were modest, and the eddy
was characterized by a strong potential energy anomaly
relative to kinetic energy. These properties resemble
those of mesoscale eddies observed in the ocean’s most
energetic regions, such as western boundary currents like
the Gulf Stream and Loop Current (e.g., Olson et al.
1985; Meunier et al. 2018a). They differ, however, from a
common type of intrathermocline eddies, often termed
submesoscale coherent vortices (SCVs) (McWilliams
1985), which are usually much smaller (5–20 km), and
present larger Ro and Bu (McWilliams 1985; Reverdin
et al. 2009; Bosse et al. 2015; Meunier et al. 2018b).
Using glider-derived vertical water velocities we estimated rates of TKE dissipation, tuned against microstructure profiler measurements, inside and around the
eddy. From the spatial survey accomplished by the
glider, we identified a relatively quiescent eddy core
with enhanced dissipation beneath. Several previous
studies have reported turbulent dissipation rates in
intrathermocline eddies in diverse environments. Lueck
and Osborn (1986) reported a strikingly similar pattern
of TKE dissipation suppression (enhancement) within
(below) the core of a Gulf Stream warm ring with similar
characteristics and dimensions to those described here.
Using tracer release experiments in the Gulf Stream
area, Ledwell et al. (2008) measured elevated values of
diapycnal diffusivity in a mode water eddy. In the
Southern Ocean, Sheen et al. (2015) documented a
similar distribution of TKE dissipation in a deep low-PV
anticyclonic eddy located at 2000-m depth in Drake
Passage. Forryan et al. (2012) reported low values of
dissipation in the core of a Western Mediterranean intermediate mode water anticyclonic eddy, located below
the pycnocline (100–300 m) in the Alborán Sea, with
some hints of elevated dissipation at the base of the eddy
core. Finally, recent microstructure observations of the
permanent anticyclonic Lofoten basin eddy in the Nordic
Seas revealed low dissipation levels in the fast-rotating,
highly baroclinic (Ro ’ 2f, Ri ’ 1), low-PV eddy core,
with enhanced dissipation at the base of the core (Fer
et al. 2018). Thus, the suppression of dissipation within
the low-PV cores of intrathermocline anticyclonic eddies,
and the enhancement of dissipation below, appears to
be a common feature of these structures. The reason for
the suppression of dissipation in the eddy core could be
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A further significant feature in our dataset was an
observed asymmetry between the northwest and southwest flanks of the eddy (transects 1 and 3, Fig. 9). This
asymmetry could be explained by the interaction between
small-scale ITs and the eddy, governed by the Doppler
shift term in the dispersion relation. A semianalytical
model for barotropic-to-baroclinic tidal conversion (Vic
et al. 2019) applied to our study region indicates that the
continental shelf at the region’s western boundary is a
source of internal tides of different modes that propagate
eastward toward the ocean interior (Fig. 13), possibly
interacting with the abundant mesoscale eddies in this
region (Clément et al. 2016). The Doppler shift effect
underpinning the generation of a critical layer situation
depends on the dot product between the wavevector k
(set by the wave propagation direction) and the background flow velocity U [Eq. (11)]. A shift toward low
frequencies and, accordingly, a critical layer situation is
only possible when k  U . 0, that is, when the wave
propagates in the flow direction. In our observations,
such a situation is only found in the northern rim of the
eddy, where the background flow and wave propagation are eastward. In the case of wave propagation directed perpendicular to the center of the eddy (in the
western rim), k  U is zero and no frequency shift is
expected. In the eddy’s southern flank, where k  U , 0,
one would expect an expansion of the vertical structure
of the wave and an enhancement of the vertical propagation, such that a shrinking of the wave and a pathway to dissipation is not expected. This was confirmed
in ray-tracing simulations (not shown). Finally, Fig. 13
shows that internal tide generation is stronger in the
shelf to the north of the Bahamas, which may also explain the observed asymmetry.
In summary, together with potential interactions with
high-frequency internal waves, two mechanisms may
explain the observed dissipation patterns in the anticyclonic eddy observed here: NIW trapping by the reduced
relative vorticity within an anticyclonic eddy, or ITs
encountering a critical layer in the eddy shear. These
observations highlight a potentially important sink of
internal wave energy in the ocean via wave–eddy interactions, with the two mechanisms likely having distinct influences on large-scale patterns of dissipation.
Global deep-ocean estimates of turbulent dissipation
from Argo profiling floats suggest that mesoscale eddies
may significantly enhance turbulent mixing by NIWs
within the upper 2000 m of the water column, particularly within anticyclonic eddies (Whalen et al. 2018).
However, Argo floats are limited in their ability to
sample full ocean basins, in that they do not routinely
measure on continental slopes (i.e., in waters shallower
than 2000 m). Our observations are in an anticyclonic
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sheared flow. In the first interpretation, NIWs generated in the eddy would be trapped within the region
of negative relative vorticity. Together with reduced
vorticity (contrary to the conclusions of Zhang et al.
(2019)), the reduced stratification in the eddy core
would play an important role in enhancing the downward propagation of NIW energy within the eddy. This
NIW energy would be focused toward the base of the
eddy core, where our calculations indicate that waves
with v , f enter a critical layer situation. In the second
interpretation, relatively small-scale (lz ’ 300–400 m)
internal tides (ITs) with a semidiurnal M2 frequency
would propagate upward across the eddy, encountering
a critical layer in the eddy shear.
Examining the spatial distribution of turbulent dissipation and strain variance, the temporal relationship
between dissipation and wind forcing, and the direction
of propagation of the internal waves may provide some
clues in support of one or the other mechanism. A critical layer for ITs would be favored at the location of the
maximum vertical shear, that is, below the velocity
maximum, while NIW energy focusing would occur toward the base and center of the eddy core. The distribution of strain variance along the different transects
across the eddy shows a peak at the location of the
maximum isothermal displacement, consistent with the
focusing of NIW energy (Fig. 9). If the NIW mechanism
is responsible for the observed dissipation, then the
dissipation should be particularly elevated during periods
of high winds, with possibly some delay of ;10 days, required for the vertical energy propagation. Indeed, the
first and third transects corresponded to high-wind and
high-dissipation periods (Fig. 3). However, during the
second transect, elevated strain variance was still observed in spite of a prolonged calm period, while
during the second half of the third transect, low dissipation was observed in spite of high winds. Despite this
inconsistency, which would hint at a more permanent
source of waves like ITs, a recent study described the
trapping of NIW energy in a mesoscale eddy during a
period of weak wind forcing (Martínez-Marrero et al.
2019). Finally, inspection of vertical velocity and
pressure perturbations revealed that they are in phase
when the dissipation is elevated and the wavelike
structures in w and pressure perturbation are apparent
(Fig. 9). The phase difference suggests an upwardpropagating feature, supporting the IT hypothesis in
preference to the NIW interpretation. Nonetheless,
other profiles of wave properties show similar wavelike structures with poor coherence, or even suggesting
downward propagation (not shown). Further, in a
critical layer situation, the vertical propagation of
wave energy may not be well defined.
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eddy over the continental slope, and thereby provide a
high-resolution view of turbulent dissipation that is
mostly consistent with trapping of NIWs.
At any rate, the balance of evidence here supports an
alternate hypothesis for turbulent dissipation in mesoscale eddies. ITs generated at the boundary may propagate into the mesoscale eddy and encounter a critical
layer situation there, leading to enhanced local dissipation of tides. ITs are one of the main sources of mixing
power in the ocean interior (Munk and Wunsch 1998),
yet the spatial distribution of IT breaking is not well
understood. A prominent source of uncertainty is the
fate of small-scale (high-mode, typically mode . 3–4)
ITs (MacKinnon et al. 2017; de Lavergne et al. 2019; Vic
et al. 2019). Parameterizations of internal tide mixing
commonly assume that a small fraction of the IT energy
is imparted to high modes that dissipate within the
source region (St. Laurent and Garrett 2002). A recent
study has challenged this paradigm by showing that the
fraction of local IT dissipation could be highly variable and

much higher than previously thought (Vic et al. 2019).
Local IT dissipation is thought to be controlled by poorly
constrained, weakly nonlinear wave–wave interactions
(Eden and Olbers 2014). Our results put forward a novel
mechanism by which mesoscale eddies, ubiquitous in the
world’s oceans, could act as a leaky wall to ITs generated
on continental slopes. Whether or not an IT permeates
through this wall depends on the relative orientation of the
eddy flow and the IT’s wave vector. From our ray-tracing
simulations, the propagation of an IT is stalled by the eddy
flow when the flow speed and wave group speed are of
similar magnitude. Mesoscale eddies have typical velocities of 0.5–1 m s21, overlapping with the characteristic
range of phase speeds for ITs.
Using high-resolution observations from a 4-month
glider transect, we have documented elevated turbulent dissipation in an anticyclonic eddy over the continental slope east of the Bahamas (26.58N) at the
western boundary of the Atlantic. These observations
highlight the likely importance of mesoscale eddies in
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FIG. 13. Barotropic-to-baroclinic energy conversion (internal tide generation fluxes, in colors) for different internal tide vertical modes in the study region derived from a semianalytical model for internal tide generation over
topography (Vic et al. 2019). The propagation direction and magnitude of the energy fluxes at the source are
displayed as arrows. Bathymetry shallower than 500 m is shaded gray. This corresponds to areas where the assumptions underlying the linear conversion model are potentially violated.
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